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Riding the winds
A LITTLE BRAVERY PAYS OFF ON CHILE’S PATAGONIA TRAILS

“She’s about fifteen years old. When she reaches twenty-five, she’ll become churrite,” says the 
Che Guevara-lookalike cowboy with a wry smile. Churrite is a type of meat. It’s clearly a tough 
call being a horse in Chilean Patagonia, but the life of Lito, the cowboy—or gaucho—on its 
back, isn’t much easier. Gauchos, like everything else in this untameable landscape, exist in a 
brutal struggle with the elements. Everything is tinged with survival, including riding bikes.

I learn this the hard way when I’m nearly brought to my knees by the ferocity of the wind. I’m trying 
to scale the 1508-metre high Cerro Paine, my bike slung across my shoulders. The wind catches 
my bike, pushing it deep into my back as though it’s instantly tripled in weight. My knees buckle 
and I brace myself against the next gust. I have five seconds’ warning: just ahead of me, Matt 
Hunter and René Wildhaber are similarly locked in battle with the elements. I watch them stagger 
before being slammed by the invisible wave myself. “It’s going to be a lively descent,” I laugh.

of change



There are few places on earth as ill-suited to riding bikes as 
Chilean Patagonia, but still we come. The dramatic Mordor-like 
scenery that has made the remote Torres del Paine National 
Park a hiking mecca also lures dozens of pannier-lugging cycle 
tourists here each year. They ply the dirt roads that cross this 
2500-square kilometre expanse of wilderness in a brutal effort to 
tick it off the list of life-affirming experiences. I know this because 
twenty-one years earlier I was one of them, pedalling and pushing 
my overloaded bike between campgrounds and marvelling at the 
black-capped peaks and aquamarine lakes that filled my camera’s 
viewfinder. But the panniers have long gone and I’m back, along 
with Matt, René, filmer Matty Miles and H+I Adventure’s Euan 
Wilson, brought here by the promise of riding singletrack that so 
far only a handful of riders have experienced.

Our hike-a-bike up the side of Cerro Paine is a half-day loop from 
our base at the Hosteria Las Torres. Memories of Patagonia’s 
infamously wild weather flood back as we emerge from the forest, 
its outer edge a screen of wind-twisted shapes of trees. Each step 
becomes a battle, upwards and onwards until we’re stopped in our 
tracks, not by the wind, but by the landscape before us. Colossal 
granite towers jut from the hillside, like the buckteeth of a sleeping 
giant. These are the iconic Torres that give the park half its name.

We marvel at our wild surroundings until the driving wind per-
suades us to embrace the challenging thousand-metre descent. 
Crosswinds and loose scree compete for my focus and leave me 
surging with adrenaline but mentally exhausted at the bottom. By 
the time we reach the hosteria an hour later, I’m almost glad to be 
paying for the overpriced beers. Our plan is to explore the park’s 
network of singletrack, but clearly its success will depend on what 
the weather throws at us.

Torres del Paine lies 50 degrees south—about as far south as 
Brighton, England or Cologne, Germany lie north. The region’s wild 
character is down to its location in South America’s southernmost 
triangle, wedged between the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. Pressure 
differences between the two oceans produce the notoriously unsta-
ble weather that has shaped the Torres del Paine experience. Like in 
Scotland, if you’re not happy with the weather, just wait ten minutes.

The dining room of our hosteria is a babble of noise; I count at least 
130 people. Shell-shocked expressions adorn weather-beaten 
faces, and most are greying. There is only one other cyclist in the 
room: Sage. She’s from Anchorage and has come by bus from Pun-
ta Arenas, 280 kilometres to the south, to ride “Chile’s highlights”, 
as she puts it. “I can’t deal with the wind,” she says, helping herself 
to our bottle of Chilean wine. She only started out two days ago.

Having cycle-toured Patagonia myself, I know the rewards that 
offset the mental and physical commitment it takes. You can 
spend a whole day just gaining a few kilometres, and there’s 
a wild and inexplicable romance in battling the elements. But 
while our trip to ride trails might well be defined by a similar 
physical and mental investment, our rewards are different. Like 
any bikepacker, we’ll share the appreciation of our incredible 
surroundings, but we have the endorphin-laden rewards of long, 
sinuous singletrack to reap too. While it would be stupid (and 
illegal) to ride the crowded hiking routes—like the Paine circuit, 
which circumnavigates the Torres —there are enough other trails 
off the hikers’ radar to easily fill our five days.
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HOW, WHEN AND WHY
Torres del Paine is one of the most incredible landscapes in which you’ll ever 
ride bikes. There is no other reason needed to visit. Peak season is January 
and February, but the park is accessible from October through April. Tempera-
tures vary from 5°C–20°C, and you can expect any weather at any time, from 
snow to cloudless sunny days. Javier runs his own guiding company, www.pa-
tagoniamtbtrails.com, from the southern city of Punta Arenas, where there are 
more trails. H+I Adventures will be adding four days of Torres del Paine trail 
riding to their already popular Chile program that starts among the volcanoes 
further north. See www.mountainbikeworldwide.com for details.

To help us strike singletrack gold, we’ve teamed up with Chilean 
bike guide Javier Aguilar. While two of our planned trails cross 
CONAF Forest Service land, the others, including the steep climb 
to Cerro Paine, occupy private land. I had no idea that much of 
Torres del Paine is privately owned by estancias, or ranches. It’s 
as surprising to learn as the fact that CONAF actually allows 
mountain biking in a park that draws a massive, resource-draining 
150,000 visitors per year. I’m guessing you could count on two 
hands the number of mountain bikers among them. News that you 
can ride here has definitely not yet travelled far.

Javier’s approach to riding and to getting things done is as Pata-
gonian as it comes: part stubbornness and part luck. What other 
approach can you adopt in such a remote corner of the planet? 
His own bike grinds and crunches its way along our rides. He’s re-
moved the front shifter and derailleur, but kept the small chainring; 
if he needs such a low gear he stops and shifts the chain by hand. 
“Climbs are like that here,” he explains.

What Javier lacks in polished bike experience he makes up for with 
a big heart. I’ve never met him before but when he greets us at 
Punta Arenas Airport, he throws me a hug before opening the van 
doors to reveal a crate of local microbrew beers. It’s this amicable 
side that helped our bear-hugging local to open up mountain biking 

in Torres del Paine. Negotiating with two private landowners, he’s 
bagged permission to guide rides on the Cerro Paine and the 
Estancia Lazo on the southern fringe of the park. Both areas boast 
singletrack and mind-blowing views across the Torres or the iconic 
black-capped 3000-metre high Cuernos del Paine.

From the hosteria next day, we head north along the River Paine 
towards Camp Seron. It’s an undulating trail that weaves between 
tangled, enchanted forests strewn with lichen before traversing 
high above waterfalls on the river below. We pedal the twenty-ki-
lometre trail under a cloudless sky with hardly a gust of wind, the 
Patagonian sun slowly turning our European winter skin pink. Back 
at the refuge, our six-person bunkroom is beginning to adopt the 
unmistakable locker room odour of its six occupants. Beyond the 
open window a caracara, a type of bird of prey, struts to and fro, 
eyeing up our bikes suspiciously. Like most of the animals we’ve 
seen in the park—llama-like guanacos, huge condors, Patagonian 

hares and ostrich-like rheas— this falcon has been super-sized, as 
if growing to fill its limitless surroundings. Meanwhile on the inside 
of the glass, our last six-pack of beer sits patiently on the window-
sill. By the time the cans are empty we’ll be another day closer to 
summiting Cerro Paine.

The out-and-back ride up and down Cerro Paine is by consen-
sus not the best singletrack we ride in the park that week, but it 
becomes our nemesis. It offers wild rutted singletrack and steep 
switchbacks, but the peak’s position opposite one of Chile’s most 
iconic and photographed vistas sets it high on our list to conquer, if 
for no other reason than it having only just landed on the mountain 
bikers’ map. Under clear skies and imbibed with optimism, we set 
off early on a second attempt to summit Cerro Paine, our initial 
stabs at pedalling soon giving way to pushing and then carrying up 
the steep hillside. Although only a kilometre from a trekkers’ popu-
lar trail to the base of the Torres, we have this trail to ourselves. 

It’s either optimism or naivety that makes you think you can beat 
Patagonian weather. By the time we emerge from the treeline, 
thick clouds are curling around the Torres’ 2800-metre high  
peaks and the wind is beginning to gust. An hour later, we huddle 
behind an enormous boulder to dodge horizontal hail. We’re only 
two hundred metres from the summit, but it’s clear the Cerro  
Paine will elude us again.

As a vast plateau of golden grasslands and silvery rivers looms 
out of the mists below us, I realise I’m looking down on a place  
that is changing. Visitor numbers are soon to be limited; prices  
for accommodation and food have been pushed beyond the pock-
ets of the backpacking traveller I used to be. And these magnifi-
cent peaks and the trails that weave between them are now home 
to adventurous mountain bikers. The winds of change are here,  
but I’m certain of one thing: Torres del Paine’s unique rewards  
will only ever be for the brave, whether you’re a cycle tourist, a 
mountain biker or a gaucho.
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